We favor a maximum batch else of _OO gram of 9h-239. Such a batch will make it possible to process 1_ tons of metal at a time and penni% efficientutilisationof equipment,materials and waste space.
Reviews of (i) the propertiesof the product, (2) observationof eq,_p-meet perfm_ance and analysis of equipmentdesign, and (3) the rigorous operatingproceduresin force convinceus that the upper safe limit of productbatch else le in excess of one _.
We believe that the proposedlimit of hoe graus providesan adequate factor of safety for any possible contingency. To complete the record on llmlting mass, the derivation of the llmlti:_ figure for the 231 buildlng is shown on the table below; the o_oulation _fen to the most orltioal vessel, the P-I precipitator, with dimensions as described in II_ but with the new constants of IIT: We arrive at i060 grams as the minimum critloal mass in the given process vessel _hen its water Jacket is filled and vahena thick la_er of product free w_ter lies above the active part of the solution to serve as reflector. _his figure is used in the discussion in memorandum V of batch size in the 231 building, after reduction by E00 grams .as a conservative allowance for experlmental and theoretical erroro u• _. Considerations of the design and operation of the product precipitators and centrifuges make it clear that it is improbable that precipitates will be collected in spherical or hemispherical masses during normal operation.
Product Precipitators
To collect the product together into a spherical mass, 15 inches in diameter and surrounded by water.appears altogether improbable; no mechanism is known or can be visualized which would result in this effect.
To collect a hemisphere of product slurry 20 inches in diameter on the bottom of the tank is likewise impossible in normal operation, since as long as the agitator is running the precipitate will be dispersed and once stopped, the turbulence around the stationary blades will neutralize those circulatory ouArents which otherwise might serve to localize the product in a central heap. In all observed oases, the precipitate, if allowed to settle, has been found to be uniformly distributed on the bottom of the precipitator.
The acid rinses introduced through the spre_ system as a routine part of each precipitate transfer insure that a_ masses of precipitate incrusted on the vessel walls or the agitator shaft will be removed and will prevent the gradual accumulation of such masses.
Product Centrifuges j , , __ i , -Examination of the interior construction of the _centrifuge bowl (see attached sketches) will show that the formation of spherical or hamispherioal configurations of product precipitates in this vessel is highly improbable. The dip pipes, central shaft_ and plow support effectively prevent the build-up of such shapes by breaki_ up any "floatiu_" spheres and by preventing the central accumulation of a hemispheres These conclusions ere also confirmed by all observations on the flow of precipitate slurries in the centrifuge bowl during operation.
During oentrifugation, the precipitate collects as. a hollow cylinder on the internal wall of the centrifuge bowls The collected mass is subdivided horizontally by the baffles on the bowl wall into four layers, the maximum dimension of each layer being that of a ring six inches square in cross section and 40 inches outside diameter. In this configuration, the precipitate would ha'_eto contain well over 3-kg. of product to react.
The precipitate also collects as a uniform layer on the bottom of the bowl durin_ certain phases of the operations incident to removal of the cake.
For this condition, Wheelerts calculations show that the cake must contain over 2.5-kgso of product before any reaction can occur.
Finally, it should be pointed out that during the normal operation of removing the product cake from the centrifUge bowl, the dissolving acid is added in 30 gallon increments, filling the bowl one quarter full, and a_itated so that any large mass of precipitate in the bottom of the bowl will be removed and accumulation around the central drive shaf_ preventede 
